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Abstract. The data are n points yi in Rm. The problem we

solve in this paper is to find the least-squares best fitting ellip-

soid to these points. An eigenvalue algorithm and an alternat-

ing least squares algorithm are presented.

1. Introduction

The problem of fitting an ellipse to a two-dimensional set of of

points occurs in quite a few different contexts.

The most obvious one is astronomy, in which orbits of binary stars

must be fitted to observational data. In astronomy, the problem

has a very long and intricate history, with major contributions by

Kepler, Herschel, Thiele and others.

A second area of application is in multidimensional scaling. In

various applications of scaling the points are mapped to quadratic

manifolds. Colors, for instance, are often represented on a sphere [?].

Dutch political parties show a folded elliptical left-right dimen-

sion, with the left and the right being bend close together ?. In

correspondence analysis, we very often find a horseshoe structure,

which is basically a parabola Gifi [1990]; ?]; Hill [1974]. Guttman Guttman

[1941] has described radex, simplex and circumplex similarity ma-

trices, which also produces quadratic structures.
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Ellipsoid. Other conics. Spheres.

2. Parametrization

2.1. Algebraic Representation. An ellipsoid E(µ, V), with param-

eters µ and V , is the set of all y in Rm such that

(1) (y − µ)′V−1(y − µ) = 1.

Here µ is the center of the ellipsoid, and V is a positive semi-

definite matrix that determines its shape. Clearly we need m +
1
2m(m + 1) = 1

2m(m + 3) parameters to uniquely define an ellip-

soid in Rm.

The explain the role of V , consider the problem of finding the ex-

treme values of (y−µ)′(y−µ) over all y that satisfy (1). The maxi-

mum will define the largest sphere centered at µ that intersects the

ellipsoid, which is also the smallest sphere centered at µ that con-

tains the ellipsoid. The minimum defines the smallest sphere cen-

tered at µ that intersects the ellipsoid, which is the largest sphere

centered at µ contained in the ellipsoid.

The stationary equations for this optimization problems are ỹ =
λ2V−1ỹ , with λ2 a Lagrange multiplier, and ỹ = y − µ. It follows

that the solutions are given by choosing λ2 to be the eigenvalues of

V and ỹ the corresponding eigenvectors. Number the eigenvalues

as λ2
1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ2

m and choose corresponding orthonormal eigen-

vectors ỹ1, · · · , ỹm. Then yj = µ + λjyj are the solutions to the

stationary equations, with corresponding function values λ2
j . The

λj are the lengths of the principal axes of the ellipsoid, measured

from the center to the surface. The eigenvectors are the direction

cosines of the principal axes, with the origin of the space translated

to the center of the ellipsoid.
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2.2. Parametric Representation. Alternatively we can describe an

ellipsoid as the image of the unit sphere under a linear transfor-

mation. Thus

(2) E(µ, V) = {y | y = µ + Tx}

if x varies over all vectors satisfying x′x = 1 and T is any ma-

trix with TT ′ = V . One convenient choice for T is KΛ, where

V = KΛ2K′ is the eigen-decomposition (or spectral decomposition)

of V . Here K is a rotation matrix with K′K = KK′ = I and Λ is di-

agonal. Another possibility would be to choose T lower-triangular,

using the Cholesky decomposition of V .

3. Least Squares Using Algebraic Distances

One convenient way to fit an ellipse to observed data yi is to try to

solve the system

(3) (yi − µ)′V−1(yI − µ) = τ

for µ, V and τ . We use τ instead of 1 for convenience in later

computations, after we have found a solution we can always divide

both sides by τ to renormalize the ellipse.

To write system (3) in a more convenient form, define the (m+1)×
(m+ 1) matrix

W =
 V−1 −V−1µ
−µ′V−1 µ′V−1µ − τ

 ,
and the (m+ 1) element vector

y =
y

1

 .
Observe that we can recover τ , µ, and V−1 uniquely from W , for

instance by using the convenient result

W−1 =
V − 1

τµµ
′ − 1

τµ
− 1
τµ
′ − 1

τ

 .
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The system of equations (3) is equivalent to the homogeneous sys-

tem

y ′iWy i = 0,

which is linear in W . Obviously we can always find the trivial so-

lution W = 0, and in order to exclude this we need some kind of

normalization to rule this solution out. Of course in practice the

points are not exactly on an ellipsoid and the system will not be

exactly solvable. Thus we will have to settle for an approximate

solution.

In computing least squares solutions we find an approximate solu-

tion by minimizing

σQCA(W) =
n∑
i=1

(y ′iWy i)2

over all W that satisfy some normalization condition.

3.1. LCA.

3.2. QCA. tr W 2 = 1

In this section we discuss an approximation method that was pro-

posed in statistics independently by Gnanadesikan and Wilk [1969]

and by Van De Geer [1968]. It was used explicitly by Van De Geer

[1968] to fit ellipses to two-dimensional sets of points. See Gnanade-

sikan [1977, section 2.4] for an accessible review. We shall call it

Quadratic Component Analysis (QCA), because it is a straightfor-

ward generalization of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in the

way it was introduced originally by Pearson [1901]. QCA leads to

the eigenvalue problem

(4)
n∑
i=1

(y ′iWy i)y iy
′
i = λW,

in which we want the solution corresponding to the smallest non-

trivial eigenvalue. In matrix notation this implies that vec(W) is an
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eigenvector of the (m+ 1)2 × (m+ 1)2 Kronecker product matrix

n∑
i=1

(y iy
′
i)⊗ (y iy ′i).

We emphasize that we are interested in the smallest nontrivial

eigenvalue, because any anti-symmetric matrix W defines a so-

lution to (4) with eigenvalue equal to zero. Since W is of order

m + 1, there are obviously 1
2m(m + 1) linearly independent anti-

symmetric solutions. And since all other eigenvectors are orthog-

onal to these trivial solutions, they lead to a symmetric W . So we

want the smallest eigenvalue corresponding with a symmetric W .

This eigenvalue is non-negative, and zero if and only if we have a

perfectly fitting ellipse.

QCA is obviously useful if we can attain perfect fit, and it will pre-

sumably work well if the errors are small. But in the general case

solutions computed by QCA, which work by “ignoring errors”, do

not necessarily have good statistical properties and by definition

cannot introduce measurement errors into the estimating process.

Also the choice of the normalization tr W 2 = 1 is just for compu-

tational convenience, and has no other justification.

The attractiveness of QCA is its simplicity, and the fact that there

are no local minima. If, in astronomical applications, we impose

constraints on the ellipsoid dictated by Kepler’s laws the simplicity

disappears. Also observe that there is no guarantee that the best

solution actually defines an ellipsoid. The V we find is not nec-

essarily positive semi-definite, and thus we can actually find that

we have computed the best fitting hyperboloid. Nevertheless we

can expect that QCA will produce good initial estimates for more

sophisticated iterative procedures, which we will discuss next.
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4. Least Squares Using Orthogonal Distances

In this section we use the representation (2) of the ellipsoid as the

linear transformation of the unit sphere. We measure badness-

of-fit with a least squares loss function that takes measurement

errors into account. In astronomy, this is traditiionally known as

Chi-square. It is defined by

χ2(X,K,Λ, µ) = n∑
i=1

(yi − µ −KΛxi)′Di(yi − µ −KΛxi),
where the Di are known m×m positive definite matrices with the

inverse of the measurement errors (not necessarily diagonal). The

problem is to minimize X,K,Λ, µ over the free parameters. There

are n× (m− 1) free parameters in X,m free parameters each in µ
and in Λ, and m2 − 1

2m(m+ 1) = 1
2m(m− 1) in K.

4.1. Algorithm. The basic algorithm is block relaxation, i.e. we

minimize by cycling over the four sets of parameters, keeping three

of them fixed at their current best values while optimizing over

the fourth. This produces a decreasing, and consequently conver-

gent, sequence of chi-square values. See De Leeuw [1994] for more

details. If the loss function that we minimize is a least squares

loss function, then block relaxation is often called alternating least

squares.

In presenting the algorithm we proceed along a slightly devious

path. We first derive it for the simple case in which the Di are

scalar. Thus there exist δ2
i such that Di = δ2

i I. Then, in the next

section, we adapt to the general case in which Di are arbitrary pos-

itive semi-definite matrices.

QCA can be used to compute initial estimates for K, µ, and Λ.

Thus we first study how to compute the corresponding optimal xi,
satisfying x′ixi = 1, for given K, µ, and Λ. Clearly each xi can be

computed separately.
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The part of the loss function that depends on xi is simply x′iΛ2xi−
2x′igi, where gi = ΛK′(yi − µ). Then the optimal xi must satisfy

(Λ2−θI)xi = gi as well as x′ixi = 1. This means we must solve the

one-dimensional secular equation

ψ(θ) = g′i(Λ2 − θI)−2gi =
m∑
j=1

g2
ij

(λj − θ)2
= 1

for θ and then set xi = (Λ2 − θI)−1gi.There are many algorithms

to efficiently solve such secular equations [Gander, 1981; Gander

et al., 1989; Melman, 1997, 1998].

The function ψ(θ) can be described rather precisely in quantita-

tive terms. Suppose λ1 < · · · < λr are the r different elements

of Λ, so possibly r < m if some elements of Λ are the same. The

function ψ starts at zero at −∞, then increases to +∞ if θ ap-

proaches λ1. It comes back from +∞ to the right of λ1, decreases

to a non-negative minimum between λ1 and λ2, and increases again

to +∞ as θ approaches λ2 from the left. The same applies to all in-

tervals between any two consecutive eigenvalues, the function will

always have a non-negative valley in that interval, with the slopes

of the valley increasing to +∞ on both sides. Finally the function

decreases from +∞ to zero if θ moves from λr to +∞.

It is easy to see we want the smallest root of ψ(θ) = 1, which is the

one on the branch θ < λ1. On that branch the function ψ is both

increasing and convex, which makes it easy to find the root.

Define

x =
∑n
i=1 δ

2
ixi∑n

i=1 δ
2
i
,

y =
∑n
i=1 δ

2
iyi∑n

i=1 δ
2
i
.

It is easy to see that the optimal µ for given X, K, and Λ is

µ = y −KΛx.
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To compute the optimal Λ for given X, K, and µ we define

A =
∑n
i=1 δ

2
ixix

′
i∑n

i=1 δ
2
i
,

B =
∑n
i=1 δ

2
iyix

′
i∑n

i=1 δ
2
i
.

The part of the loss function depending on Λ can be written as

tr Λ2A − 2tr ΛK′(B − µx′) and thus the optimal Λ is the diagonal

matrix

Λ = diag−1(A)diag(K′(B − µx′)).

Observe that only the diagonal elements of the matrices A and

K′(B − µx′) need to be computed. Also, it is easy at this stage to

incorporate constraints on Λ. We can require, for instance, that

its elements must be non-negative, or that some elements are zero

(which means we require the ellipsoid to lie in a subspace of Rm).

The optimal K for given X, µ and Λ is found by maximizing the

linear function tr K′(B − µx′)Λ over K′K = I. This is a classical

Procrustus problem [Borg and Groenen, 2005, Chapter 20]. If Z =
(B − µx′)Λ, then the optimal K is given by Z(Z′Z)−

1
2 , using the

inverse of the symmetric square root of Z′Z . Alternatively, if Z =
PΞQ′ is the singular value decomposition of Z , then the optimal K
is PQ′.

It is clear that we can cycle through the four subproblems in vari-

ous ways, as long as we design our iterative strategy in such a way

that eventually each subproblem will be solved a large number of

times. Some guidance on the various strategies is in De Leeuw and

Michailides [in preparation].

5. Majorization

In general, the Di will not be scalar. In fact, they may not even

be diagonal. But we can use majorization [De Leeuw, 1994; Heiser,
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1995; Lange et al., 2000] to reduce the problem to one with a scalar

weight matrix.

We discuss this trick in general terms. Suppose we want to mini-

mize the least squares loss function σ(f) = (y−f)′W(y−f) over

f ∈ F . Suppose f̃ ∈ F is our current best guess. Expand the loss

as

σ(f) = [(y − f̃ )− (f − f̃ )]′W[(y − f̃ )− (f − f̃ )].

If γ > 0 is any constant larger than or equal to the largest eigen-

value of W we have

σ(f) ≤ σ(f̃ )− 2(y − f̃ )′W(f − f̃ )+ γ(f − f̃ )′(f − f̃ ) =(5)

= σ(f̃ )+ γ(f − ỹ)′(f − ỹ)− γ(ỹ − f̃ )′(ỹ − f̃ ),

where

(6) ỹ = f̃ + 1
γ
W(y − f̃ ).

If f+ ∈ F is such that

(f+ − ỹ)′(f+ − ỹ) < (f̃ − ỹ)′(f̃ − ỹ)

then we have from (5) that σ(f+) < σ(f̃ ). Thus, basically, we can

solve weighted least squares problems of any form by constructing

pseudo-data using (6) and then making one or more steps of an

unweighted least squares algorithm to fit these pseudo-data.

In the ellipsoid fitting example, in which we choose γi to be the

largest eigenvalue of Di, the pseudo-data are

ỹi = (µ̃ + K̃Λ̃x̃i)+ γ−1
i Di(yi − (µ̃ + K̃Λ̃x̃i)).

Of course if Di is actually scalar, the pseudo-data are equal to the

data. The majorization algorithm now alternates computation of

the pseudo-data with the alternating least squares to fit the blocks

of parameters. Many variations are possible depending for in-

stance on how many alternating least squares cycles we perform

before computing new pseudo-data.
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6. Applications in Astronomy

Kepler’s laws for the two-body problem tell us the smaller body

is rotating around the larger body in an ellipse. There are three

important complications with the applications of our methods to

fitting ellipses in astronomy.

6.1. Ellipses in Three-space. The first complication is not at all es-

sential. In astronomy the true orbits of the smaller body around

the larger one are two-dimensional ellipses imbedded in three-

dimensional space. This is not a problem for the QCA method,

which will continue to give a perfect solution in the case in which

there exists a perfect solution. And it is not a problem for the DLS

method, because it is trivial to require the diagonal matrix Λ to

have only two non-zero elements.

6.2. True and Apparent Orbit. The second complication is that

we do not observe the true orbit of the body, but only the appar-

ent orbit, which is the projection of the true orbit on the observa-

tion plane. Again, this will be an ellipse. The relation between the

two ellipses is illustrated in Figure 6.2, which is taken from Tatum

[2005].

We could use our methods to fit an ellipse to the apparent orbit,

but obviously we are interested in the parameters describing the

true orbit. We can suppose, without loss of generality, that the

observation plane is horizontal and that the centroid of the true

orbit is in the observation plane. Also, of course, the errors of

measurement apply to the points in the apparent orbit. This means

that the (majorized) DLS loss function becomes

χ2(X,K,Λ, µ) = n∑
i=1

δ2
i (yi − S(µ +KΛxi))′(yi − S(µ +KΛxi)),

where S is a 2 × 3 binary matrix that selects the first two coordi-

nates from a three-dimensional vector.
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Figure 1. True and Apparent Orbit

The DLS method can be adapted by using augmentation [De Leeuw

and Michailides, in preparation]. We introduce an additional un-

known ηi for each i, which is the third coodinate of yi. The aug-

mented yi are now written as ỹi and we minimize

χ2(X,K,Λ, µ, η) = n∑
i=1

δ2
i (ỹi − µ +KΛxi)′(yi − Sµ +KΛxi),

in the usual way, treating η as another block of variables in the

alternating least squares algorithm. Obviously the optimal ηi for

given X, K, Λ, and µ is the third element of µ + KΛxi. Remember

we keep µ3 = 0 throughout for identification purposes, while Λ
also has one element restricted to zero

6.3. Kepler’s Laws. And thirdly, and most importantly, Kepler’s

laws impose constraints on the parameters of the ellipses. And as-

tronomical observations are not just static points yi in space, they

are also ordered in time. Clearly both for purposes of interpreta-

tion and to improve the quality of the estimates it will be essential

to take these constraints into account.
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Appendix A. Ellipses in Two Dimensions

Let us start with the simple ellipse Λx, with λ1 > λ2. The center

is in the origin, and the length of the semi-major axis is λ1, the

length of the semi-minor axis is λ2. Figure A illustrates the case

with λ1 = 5 and λ2 = 3.

We have also indicated the two foci of the ellipse, which are at

(±
√
λ2

1 − λ2
2,0), in the example at (±4,0). The eccentricity of the

ellipse is

e =

√
λ2

1 − λ2
2

λ1
.

One of the foci is the primary focus, which is the point where the

object being orbited resides. The point on the orbit closest to the

primary focus is the periastron, the distance from the periastron
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to the primary focus is clearly λ1−
√
λ2

1 − λ2
2. The semi-latus rectum

is the distance from a focus to the ellipse, measured along a line

perpendicular to the major axis. This is equal to

` = λ
2
2

λ1
.

The temporal description of an orbit uses the period P , which is the

time for one revolution, and a point in time T where the satellite

passes through the periastron. If the mass M of the object being

orbited is known, then Kepler’s third law says that λ3
1 = P2M .
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Appendix A. Code

makeData<−function ( a=2 ,m=c (1 ,2 ) ,g=diag ( c (2 ,1 ) ) ,u=0 ,v=1 ,s

= .1) {

t<−seq (u , v ,by=s )

v<−matrix ( c ( sin ( t ) ,cos ( t ) ) , length ( t ) ,2 )

k<−makeK( a )

5 l<−makeL ( )

t ( (m+k%*%g%*%t ( v ) ) )

#t ( l%*%(m+k%*%g%*%t ( v ) ) )

}

10 makeL<−function ( ) {

l<−matrix (rnorm ( 6 ) ,3 ,2)

e<−eigen ( crossprod ( l ) )

l<− l%*%e$vectors

d<−colSums ( l ^2)

15 l /outer ( c (1 ,1 ,1) , sqrt (d ) )

}

makeK<−function ( a ) {

matrix ( c ( sin ( a ) ,−cos ( a ) ,cos ( a ) , sin ( a ) ) ,2 ,2 ,byrow=TRUE)

20 }

perturb2<−function (mat , sigma ) {

n<−dim (mat ) [ 1 ]

mat+(matrix (rnorm(2 *n) ,n , 2 ) *outer ( rep (1 ,n ) , sigma ) )

25 }

project<−function (mat ) {

return (mat [ , c (1 ,3 ) ] )

}

30

gpca<−function ( y ) {
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n<−dim ( y ) [ 1 ] ; m<−dim ( y ) [ 2 ] ; mm<−m+1; mmm<−mm*mm

cc<−matrix (0 ,mmm,mmm)

for ( i in 1:n) {

35 yi<−c ( y [ i , ] , 1 ) ; c<−outer ( yi , y i )

cc<−cc+kronecker ( c , c )

}

ee<−eigen ( cc )

for ( i in mmm: 1 ) {

40 w<−matrix ( ee$vectors [ , i ] ,mm,mm)

w<− (w+t (w) ) /2; i f (sum(w^2)>1e−6) break ( )

}

return (w)

}

45

drawEllipse<−function (mu=c (0 ,0 ) , a=0 ,lambda=c (1 ,1 ) ,n=1000)

{

k<−matrix ( c ( cos ( a ) , sin ( a ) ,−sin ( a ) ,cos ( a ) ) ,2 ,2)

x<−seq (0 ,2 *pi , length=1000) ; f f<−k%*%c ( sqrt ( ( lambda[1]^2)−(

lambda[2]^2) ) ,0 )

f1<−mu+ff ; f2<−mu−f f

50 y<−mu+k%*%rbind ( lambda [1 ] * sin ( x ) , lambda [2 ] *cos ( x ) )

yup<−max( y ) ; ylo<−min ( y )

plot ( t ( y ) , type="n" , xlim=c ( ylo , yup) , ylim=c ( ylo , yup) , xlab="

dimension 1" , ylab="dimension 2" )

l ines ( t ( y ) ) ; text ( matrix (mu,1 ,2 ) , "O" )

text ( matrix ( f1 ,1 ,2 ) , "X" ) ; text ( matrix ( f2 ,1 ,2 ) , "X" )

55 l ines ( matrix ( c (mu−lambda [1 ] *k [ , 1 ] ,mu+lambda [1 ] *k [ , 1 ] ) ,2 ,2 ,

byrow=TRUE) )

l ines ( matrix ( c (mu−lambda [2 ] *k [ , 2 ] ,mu+lambda [2 ] *k [ , 2 ] ) ,2 ,2 ,

byrow=TRUE) )

}
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